CHAPTER 2 9

THE TEN YEARS AFTER THE WA R
nation's great industrial effort reached its climax towards the en d
T HE
of
By reason of the great momentum it had gathered, industr y
1943 .

continued, in some instances, to produce munitions that were in exces s
of requirements . This was inevitable . In modern industry the " tooling up "
process is a long one ; the productive machine gathers momentum slowly ;
but once in motion it cannot be stopped suddenly without great dislocation . Some activities of the Munitions Department, such as the manufactur e
of small marine craft, continued with undiminished intensity practically
to the end of the war but after 1943 the general trend was to transfe r
as much as possible of the nation's effort to the production of food .
Early in 1945, when victory seemed assured, many of the industrialist s
who as chiefs of the various directorates of the Department of Munition s
and members of the Boards of Area Management, had freely placed thei r
services at their country's disposal, began to return to their peacetim e
responsibilities . This must not be taken to imply that the whole organisation of commercial industry for war was abandoned so early ; what i t
meant in general was that one or other of the business men retired i n
favour of a deputy, who was usually a public servant . The nation ha d
reason to be grateful to all who had helped the industrial effort, especiall y
to Mr Lewis, its great leader . His services had already received officia l
recognition : in September 1943 His Majesty the King had admitted Lewi s
to the Order of Companion of Honour, a rare distinction . )
For a country whose population was only about 7,000,000 and whos e
natural resources were, with a few exceptions, by no means abundant, th e
record of its wartime industry was in many respects a remarkable one .
Nearly everything—factories, equipment and material—had to be create d
out of the country's resources ; in many instances factories had first to b e
built to make the equipment and materials . Of course there were occasiona l
mistakes and failures, but no more than would be expected in any larg e
enterprise . All in all Australia could justly take pride in the achievement s
of her industries .
While it is natural that the history of military campaigns should b e
confined fairly closely to events within the duration of the war of whic h
they form a part, the continuity of the growth of science and technology i s
such that its history demands a somewhat less restrictive treatment .
In order, therefore, to give some symmetry to this account, which bega n
by tracing the pre-war growth of scientific organisations and industrie s
which contributed to the war effort, it is proposed in conclusion to examine
The citation said : "No Australian has given more unreservedly of his services and talents i n
the service of this country or rendered greater service in the production of weapons for th e
defence of Australia and other parts of the Empire ."
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briefly some of the more immediate consequences of the industrial and
scientific changes that took place during the war, and the efforts mad e
to restore and reconstruct what the war had disorganised .
Many questions arise to which the reader might reasonably expect som e
answer : were the serious gaps in Australia's self-sufficiency—the absenc e
of ingot aluminium and tinplate manufacture, for example—filled in th e
years immediately following? What became of the government munition s
factories and annexes built in the war years? How did the experienc e
gained by private firms in the manufacture of munitions influence subsequent industrial development? How many of the new industries begu n
during the war survived it? Did the experience gained in maintainin g
armies in the tropics have any influence on the development of norther n
Australia? How soon were the threads of fundamental scientific wor k
dropped because of the war taken up again? What became of the larg e
team of radio-physicists built up to develop radar? What happened t o
servicemen who, owing to the war, were deprived of their opportunitie s
to undergo scientific and technical training ?
The Commonwealth Reconstruction Training Scheme . As early as March
1943 the Government began to make plans for the rehabilitation of servicemen . Among the reasons for making an early start on this problem wa s
the necessity for sustaining the morale of soldiers during the long period s
of enforced inactivity on the fighting fronts . They inevitably speculate d
about their future in civil life and it was important to allay as far a s
possible their doubts and anxieties . For the purpose of administering the
professional and vocational training of servicemen and ex-servicemen, th e
War Cabinet appointed in 1943 the Commonwealth Reconstruction Training Committee. 2 A comprehensive scheme, based to a large extent o n
the very successful one devised by Mr J . Nangle in 1919, 3 was evolve d
and put into operation, on a limited scale, before the war actually ended . 4
In the early phase of its activity the new scheme, known as the Common wealth Reconstruction Training Scheme, was concerned mainly with correspondence courses conducted by various Australian universities, most o f
which set up departments of external studies for servicemen and exservicemen . No serious training of scientists and technicians could have
been done by this method, nor was it attempted .
To all who had missed educational opportunities owing to war service ;
to those unable to return to their old occupations by reason of incapacit y
caused by the war ; to those who had interrupted their courses to enlist
or had enlisted under the age of twenty-one ; and to such deserving peopl e
as war widows, the Government offered educational opportunities, no t
as a reward for service but as a right, to enable them to take thei r
2 Members were : Dr H . C . Coombs (Director-General of Post-War Reconstruction) ; E . P .
Eltham (Dept of Labour and National Service) ; C . B . Smith (Repatriation Commission) ; Pro f
R . C . Mills (Chairman, Universities Commission) ; and from the Services Col R . B . Madgwick
and W Cdr J . R . Gordon .
3 Presidential Address, Proc Royal Society of N .S .W ., Vol . 55 (1921) .
3 From 1 Feb 1944.
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place in civil life once more . Men and women within these groups wer e
required to provide evidence that they could reasonably expect to profi t
from the courses they sought to take . Vocational guidance centres established within the armed services were extensively used in the selectio n
of trainees for the Commonwealth Reconstruction Training Scheme, bu t
only occasionally in selection for professional training ; 5 admission to professional training required, as always, a specific level of educational achievement, namely matriculation . At the vocational level, however, the psycho logical services contributed much to smoothing the transition processes .
Many of the senior officers of these services afterwards found their civi l
occupations in related fields, and were thus able to bring their wartim e
experience to bear on similar problems of peacetime organisation . 6
Fields of training were divided among different authorities . The Repatriation Commission assumed responsibility for the training of blinde d
ex-servicemen and those who had been so disabled by war service tha t
they could not profit from ordinary methods of training . Eltham, as
Director of the Commonwealth Technical Training Scheme, administere d
the vocational training scheme generally, including all the forms of trad e
training carried out in technical colleges . The emphasis which in the
Defence Training Scheme had been on engineering trades was now shifte d
to the building trades in order to make up the leeway in domestic buildin g
created by the war. Responsibility for all training at the university leve l
rested with the Universities Commission, which had already gained experience in this field by supervising the enrolment of "reserved" students an d
administering the Commonwealth's financial assistance scheme .
Having already committed itself to assisting education during the war ,
the Commonwealth Government shouldered the very considerable financia l
burden of the Reconstruction Training Scheme . Since, with the exception
of the University of Western Australia, the State universities were privat e
institutions, it was necessary to allot large sums of money to the universities in the form of subsidies, to meet the actual cost of tuition an d
students ' fees . Living allowances paid to students to ensure an incom e
while training, and allowances for books and scientific equipment, cos t
the Government upwards of £7,000,000 . Assistance was given not only
to university students but also to students attending full-time day course s
in science, engineering and architecture at technical colleges and to thos e
preparing for matriculation . It is pleasing to be able to record that, in
general, university teachers were impressed with the maturity of outloo k
of ex-service students ; their relative success at the university was high .
Within the universities the effect of the Reconstruction Training Schem e
was felt mostly in the faculties of science, engineering, medicine an d
veterinary science, whose resources were so severely taxed that it becam e
5A

full report of the RAAF's extensive activities in this field is to be found in its publicatio n
Vocational Guidance in the RAAF, 1942-46, by W Cdr J . F . Clark and Sqn Ldr T . G . Jones .
For instance, J . F. Clark became Professor of Applied Psychology at the NSW University o f
Technology ; S. C . Derwent, Personnel Inspector of the NSW Public Service Board ; D . E. Rose
and E. Blomgren, Vocational Guidance Officers in the Youth Welfare Section of the NSW Dep t
of Labour and Industry .
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imperative to erect new buildings and to obtain much new equipment . Th e
Government agreed to meet the cost of all temporary buildings needed, o n
the understanding that they were to be disposed of at the end of th e
scheme . However it was not long before the disadvantage of temporar y
arrangements of this kind became apparent and a new agreement wa s
reached that, wherever possible, the buildings and equipment were to b e
permanent and to be taken over at the end of the scheme by the universities on a basis to be determined by the Commonwealth, the State s
and the universities . By 1949, 85 per cent of the buildings so erected an d
93 per cent of the new equipment were classed as permanent addition s
to the universities . Of £1,000,000 spent on buildings, less than £150,00 0
was spent on temporary structures, most of which appear to have bee n
concentrated within the grounds of the University of Sydney, where the y
were sometimes jocularly referred to as the "Wallace Collection", afte r
the then Vice-Chancellor, Sir Robert Wallace . Special provision was mad e
to enable universities and technical colleges to obtain equipment for teaching purposes through the Disposals Commission at a small fraction of it s
real value .
Much help was given to ex-service students in meeting difficulties arisin g
in the course of their rehabilitation, by guidance officers who were appointed at all universities . By 1948, when the Reconstruction Trainin g
Scheme reached the peak of its activity, the student population of Australian universities had risen from its pre-war level of 14,000 to 30,000 ,
and of the technical colleges from 88,000 to 145,000 . 7 Of the 44,66 2
courses begun under the Reconstruction Training Scheme 20,519, of whic h
14,661 were full-time and 5,858 part-time, were completed by Septembe r
1953 . The high rate of wastage implicit in these figures caused some concern to educational authorities .
With the object of helping capable students who might otherwise hav e
been unable to obtain a university education the Government, in 1943 ,
introduced the Commonwealth Financial Assistance Scheme . In the following year students undertaking full-time courses in technical college s
were brought within its ambit . This form of assistance, granted to civilia n
students on the basis of a means test, was continued after the war . Out
of it grew the Commonwealth Scholarship Scheme, under which 3,00 0
scholarships were awarded annually to students about to enter universities ,
technical colleges and other training establishments .
In the course of its efforts to rehabilitate servicemen, the Common wealth, especially through the agency of the Universities Commission, di d
much to broaden the educational horizons of Australia . Few educationa l
authorities would agree that "the doors of all universities throughout th e
Commonwealth are open to all able students" ; 8 most, however, woul d
agree that the doors were much wider open than they were in 1939 .
7 If students doing correspondence courses are included the figures are 91,000 and 163,000
respectively.
s "Opening University Doors " , the story of the Universities Commission . Issued by the Dept of
Post-war Reconstruction, 17 Oct 1949 .
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Investigations in New South Wales, for instance, showed that the bigges t
losses of ability to the universities and other institutions of higher learnin g
occurred lower down on the educational ladder . Only one in three of th e
boys and girls whose intelligence quotients indicated that they would b e
likely to profit from a university training remained at school after th e
intermediate certificate examination or its equivalent . Thus despite th e
advances made during and since the war in equalising educational opportunity, the community was in 1956 still far from making efficient use o f
latent scientific and technical talent .
The Rise of Specialist Universities. The contribution of Australian universities to many scientific and technical phases of the war effort (in
optical munitions, drugs, tropic proofing, radar and aeronautics to mentio n
only a few instances) led to a deeper appreciation by the Government o f
the influence of these institutions on the industrial development and defenc e
of the country . Consequently governments were more easily persuaded t o
give their support to the development of science and scientific institution s
than they had been before the war . Two important features were missing
from the scheme of higher education in Australia, namely universities
devoted mainly to postgraduate studies, and universities or institute s
devoted primarily to higher technological studies . Within a year or s o
of the end of the war both deficiencies were made good, the former b y
the foundation of the National University at Canberra, the latter by th e
establishment in Sydney of the New South Wales University of Technology .
One of the hopes of the founders of the Federal Capital had been tha t
some day it would become a centre of learning as well as of government,
but many years were to pass before this became a reality. In 1944 while
on a visit to Australia for the purpose of advising the army on the us e
of penicillin, Sir Howard Florey was invited by the Prime Minister, Mr
Curtin, to report on a proposal for the establishment of a national centr e
for medical research . Florey was wholeheartedly in favour of the idea .
While he was preparing his report a committee which had been appointe d
to inquire into the Commonwealth's responsibilities in education suggeste d
that the Government should set up a postgraduate university for socia l
sciences . Out of these two proposals grew the idea of a national university .
Many circumstances contributed to foster the growth of the idea . The
State universities were doing their share in training graduates for the professions, but in the opinion of authorities on higher education they were
not doing enough to foster postgraduate studies . The output of fundamenta l
scientific work, which had inevitably fallen off during the war, began t o
recover in the years immediately following, especially after a number o f
universities instituted, for the first time, the degree of doctor of philosophy ;
but research was considerably hampered by the lack of funds and by th e
large numbers of undergraduate students with which the universities wer e
then swamped . The ratio of staff to students in Australian universities ( 1
to 20), which compared unfavourably with those in other countries (1 to
10 in Britain and as low as 1 to 4 in some American institutions) indicates
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how unsuitable conditions were for scientific research . As a general rule ,
the smaller the ratio, the better the conditions . In proportion to her population, Australia was sending more students overseas for advanced scientifi c
training than probably any other country .
The Federal Government was spending more on applied science tha n
on pure science . The C .S .I .R .O ., for example, received approximately
£3,000,000 a year, whereas the total university expenditures on scientifi c
research financed from Commonwealth funds was only of the order o f
£100,000 . Considerations such as these provided powerful arguments i n
favour of a national university devoted to postgraduate studies .
Curtin did not live to see the new university . His successor, Mr Chifley ,
a no less enthusiastic supporter of the plan, and the Minister for Post-Wa r
Reconstruction (Mr Dedman9 ) pressed forward eagerly with the proposals .
Two leading public servants, Dr Coombs,' Director-General of the Department of Post-War Reconstruction, and Professor Mills, 2 Chairman of the
Universities Commission, took a prominent part in planning the ne w
university . It was established, with the full support of all political parties ,
in August 1946 under the Australian National University Act, 1945 . Th e
Act provided for the setting up of an Interim Council 3 to guide the university through its formative stages ; it also provided for the organisation o f
the university into four main research schools . Appropriately enough, th e
Medical School was named after John Curtin ; added to it were th e
Research Schools of Physical Science, Social Science, and Pacific Studies .
One of the first acts of the University Council was to elect Viscoun t
Bruce as Chancellor . This was fitting recognition of the services he ha d
rendered to the cause of science while he was Prime Minister in the late
twenties . Sir Douglas Copland, 4 who during the war had been the Commonwealth Prices Commissioner, became the first Vice-Chancellor .
The contemporary politician's faith in the significance of scientific re search in national development was evident from the generous provision o f
funds for buildings and for the construction of such unusually expensiv e
equipment as the synchrotron designed by Professor Oliphant, the firs t
Director of the Research School of Physical Science . 5 This school, togethe r
°Hon J. J . Dedman. (Served British and Indian Armies 1914-22 .) MHR 1940-49; Min for War
Organisation of Industry 1941-45, Post-War Reconstrn 1945-49, Defence 1946-49 . Of Geelong,
Vic ; b . Newton Stewart, Scotland, 2 Jun 1896 .
1 H . C. Coombs, MA, PhD. Economist to C'wealth Treasury 1939 ; Director of Rationing 1942 ;
Director-General Post-War Reconstruction 1943-49 ; Governor, C ' wealth Bank, since 1949;
Chairman, C' wealth Bank Board, since 1951 . B . Kalamunda, WA, 24 Feb 1906 .
°R. C . Mills, OBE; LLM, DScEcon . (Served RGA in first world war .) Prof of Economics,
Univ of Sydney, 1922-45 ; Chairman, C'wealth Grants Commission, 1941-45 ; Chairman, Universities Commission, 1942-52 ; Director, C ' wealth Office of Education, 1942-52 . B . Ardmona, Vic,
8 Mar 1886 . Died 6 Aug 1952.
° Consisting of : Prof R . C . Mills (Chairman), John Medley (Vice-Chairman), Sir Rober t
Garran, Sir David Rivett, Sir Frederic Eggleston, Prof R . D. Wright, C . S . Daley, Prof
E. Ashby, Dr H. C . Coombs, Prof K . H. Bailey, H . J. Goodes, Prof Douglas Copland, Prof
H . K . Ward, Dr J. G . Wood, Prof L . H. Martin, A . S. Brown, K . E . Beazley, MP, Senato r
Hon Walter Cooper, Senator Hon J . H . O'Byrne, Hon Percy Spender, MP .
* Sir Douglas Copland, KBE, CMG ; MA, DSc, LittD, LLD. Prof of Commerce and Dean o f
Faculty, Univ of Melbourne, 1924-44, Prof of Economics 1944-45 ; C'wealth Prices Commissione r
1939-45 ; Vice-Chancellor, Aust National Univ, 1948-53 ; Aust Min in China 1946-48 ; Aust Hig h
Conunnr in Canada 1953-56 ; Principal, Aust Admin Staff College, since 1956 . B . Timaru, NZ ,
24 Feb 1894 .
° The cost of this equipment was estimated at roughly £500,000 .
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with a Section of Atomic Physics formed in the University of Melbourn e
by the C .S .I .R .O ., a School of Nuclear Research built up within th e
University of Sydney, and the Institute of Nuclear Engineering formed b y
the N.S .W . University of Technology, soon placed Australia in a positio n
from which she had every prospect of being able to play her part in th e
exploitation of atomic energy . That the Government intended to take it s
full share of responsibility in developing the use of atomic energy wa s
made plain in November 1952 when it set up the Australian Atomi c
Energy Commission, one of whose major projects was the constructio n
of an experimental nuclear reactor at Menai, New South Wales .
The New South Wales University of Technology . It was no accident
that the move for higher technological education in Australia first succeeded in New South Wales . Within the scope of its diploma courses, th e
Sydney Technical College had for many years provided valuable trainin g
in a wide range of technological studies, but it could make no provisio n
for degrees in these subjects ; this restricted its contribution to research .
A feature of the New South Wales diploma courses which distinguishe d
them from those of Victoria, for example, was the higher standar d
required for entrance . This standard, which was about that required fo r
entrance to a university degree course, greatly facilitated the transitio n
from a technical college to a university . The academic status of some o f
the New South Wales diploma courses was attested by the recognitio n
they received from oversea professional organisations . To take but on e
example, the diploma in chemistry was officially recognised by the Roya l
Institute of Chemistry of Great Britain and Ireland . The Sydney Technical College enjoyed the distinction of being the only technical college
in the British Commonwealth outside the United Kingdom to have it s
diploma in chemistry so recognised .
In the late thirties the large body of diplomates and students of th e
Sydney Technical College, aware of the high opinion that industry hel d
of many of its courses and anxious to see an improvement in the academi c
status of its studies, strongly supported a movement for the establishmen t
of an institute of technology empowered to grant degrees . This movement ,
led by Dr R . K. Murphy,° had been in existence for many years—eve r
since the early twenties—but it was not until early in the war that there
seemed to be any prospect of its succeeding . The New South Wale s
Minister for Education, Mr Drummond, had returned from a tour of
Germany and other European countries impressed with the need for improving the State's system of technical education . Speaking in support
of a Technical Education Bill (No . 2) introduced on 14th March 1940 ,
he pointed out that there had been no major development in the State 's
system of technical education since the 1914-18 war, and that the system
was failing to meet fully the requirements of the country's expandin g
secondary industry . The most revolutionary of the bill's three clauses wa s
8 R.

K . Murphy, Dr-Ing . Head of Science Dept, Sydney Technical College, 1914-44 ; Principal,
Sydney Technical College, 1945-52 ; Chemical Adviser to the Army ; Lecturer in Chemica l
Engineering, NSW Univ of Technology, 1952-56 . B . Newark, NJ, USA, 29 Jul 1887.
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the one providing for the establishment of a new organisation devoted t o
higher technological education, to be known as the N .S .W . Institute o f
Technology . Despite some determined opposition, on the ground that it
would allow certain industrial monopolies too great a say in the State' s
technical education policy, the bill was passed and was assented to o n
25th September 1940 . However before it could be implemented there wa s
a change of government and the project was abandoned indefinitely .
It was not revived until after the war, when several new influences wer e
at work. There was firstly the lesson of the war itself . Authorities in
Britain were of the opinion that the cost of the war had been unnecessaril y
high and its duration unnecessarily prolonged because of defects in tha t
country's provision for higher technological education . In a similar, bu t
less critical way, Australia's industrial effort had been less efficient than
it might have been . Educational and government circles in New Sout h
Wales were also greatly influenced by several reports arguing the nee d
for extending the facilities for higher technological education in Britain . ?
The opportunities to be found in the rapid expansion of secondary industr y
after the war offered a powerful inducement to extend the scope of highe r
technological education .
In 1946 the Minister for Education in New South Wales, Mr Heffron, 8
took the opportunity of consulting Dr Karl T. Compton, President of th e
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, who was then on a visit to Australia .
Compton, who had visited Australia on wartime missions for the Office
of Scientific Research and Development, had no difficulty in convincin g
Heffron that one of the important factors contributing to the Unite d
States' world leadership in technology was the attention paid to scientific
and technological education . Shortly after Compton's visit, the State
Cabinet agreed in principle to the establishment of an institute of technology and approved Heffron's proposals for the appointment of a develop mental council . 9 This body, of which Heffron was chairman, met fo r
the first time on 27th August 1947, and began to formulate a genera l
plan for the new institute . Much of the subsequent detailed planning wa s
done by Mr Denning' in his capacity as acting Director .
Since there was little prospect of being able to erect buildings within a
reasonable time—the wartime lag in home building had not yet bee n
overcome—it was decided to use the facilities of the Sydney Technical
College until such time as a program of new construction could be under 7 "Higher Technological Education", Report of the Special Committee appointed April 1944 under
the chairmanship of Lord Eustace Percy, presented to the Minister for Education . HM Stationery Office (1945) .
"Scientific Manpower", Report of the Committee appointed by the Lord President of th e
Council, Command G 824, under J . A . Barlow. HM Stationery Office (1946) .
"Colleges of Technology and Technical Manpower " , Report of Parliamentary and Scientific
Committee (1947) .
s Hon R . J . Heffron . MLA, NSW, since 1930; Min for National Emergency Services 1941-44, fo r
Educ and Child Welfare since 1944 . Of Sydney ; b . Thames, NZ, 10 Sep 1890.
6 To consist of : W. E . Clegg, H . G . Conde, A . Denning, J. P . Glasheen, Dr R . W. E. B . Harman ,
R . C. Harrison, W. G . Kett, J . N Kirby, Prof R. J. W. Le Fevre, J . G . McKenzie, F . M .
Mathews, R. G . C . Parry Okeden, P . D . Riddell, Prof S . H . Roberts, R. J . Webster and F . Wilson .
1 A . Denning, BSc . Deputy Superintendent, Technical Education NSW, 1945 ; Director NSW Univ
of Technology and Director Technical Education NSW, 1949 . Of Sydney ; b. Sydney, 23 Apr 1901 .
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taken . The first courses were instituted in 1948 . By the end of the yea r
the institute had assumed a sufficiently definite form to inspire the full
confidence of the Government, and on 1st July 1949 the New South Wale s
University of Technology was incorporated by Act of Parliament .
The proposal was to call the new body the New South Wales Institut e
of Technology following American precedent, but despite the fact tha t
much of the earlier planning had been inspired by the well-know n
American institutes of technology, confidence in the appropriateness o f
this title waned and, at the last moment, Parliament acting on suggestions from Britain, changed the name to the New South Wales Universit y
of Technology . This of course did not alter its character or its aims, o r
the fact that the foundation of the new university was one of the mos t
significant developments in Australian education in the present century .
Its aim was to provide specialised instruction, advanced training an d
opportunities for research in various branches of science and technology
and in their application to commerce and industry . In giving effect to its
decision the Government made large grants of money, in the first instanc e
for equipment, but within a year or so for buildings as well . Mr W . C.
Wurth, who it will be recalled was the wartime Director-General of Man power, became the University's first Chancellor and Professor J . P . Baxter2
its first Vice-Chancellor . The foundation stone of the first major buildin g
on the site reserved for the university at Kensington was set on 25t h
February 1950, by the Governor of New South Wales, Sir John Northcot l
In the course of its development the University of Technology retaine d
some of the traditions and characteristics of its parent body . For the firs t
few years of its existence appointments to its scientific staff were made b y
the Public Service Board, but on 1st July 1954 this interim arrangement ,
as provided in the 1949 Act, was superseded and the University of Technology then achieved a level of autonomy comparable with that of othe r
Australian universities .
The Australian Academy of Science . Throughout its relatively short life
the Australian National Research Council (A .N .R .C .) managed to do
many things for science but it did not win, in government circles at least,
the high prestige attained by similar bodies in other parts of the world .
Governments, as a rule, did not turn spontaneously to it for advice . When ever the Commonwealth Government accepted the council ' s advice—a s
it did on a number of occasions during the war—it was nearly alway s
the council that took the initiative in offering it .
The inability of the A .N .R .C . to become the consultant of the Government on scientific matters was due mainly to factors peculiar to Australia .
The national academies and societies in the older countries were established two or three centuries ago, when governments were as yet unawar e
of the potentialities of science . As the fame of the discoveries of thei r
members grew, the academies acquired honour and prestige . In such
;
2 J . P. Baxter, OBE; PhD, BSc . Research Director-General Chemicals Division ICI Ltd to 1949
1953 ,
Prof of Chemical Engineering, NSW Univ of Technology, 1949-52, Vice-Chancellor since
B . Machynlleth, Wales, 7 May 1905 .
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countries present-day government scientific departments were greatly
influenced by, and in many instances owed their existence to, these ol d
and respected academies . The A .N .R .C ., on the other hand, had the misfortune to be born about the same time as the Council for Scientific an d
Industrial Research . It was natural that the government of the day shoul d
tend to consult and support its own offspring and to reject the advice
of the A .N .R .C . if this differed from that of the C .S .I .R ., as it occasionally did . 3 The A .N .R .C . provided the only machinery whereby the Government could have established contact with representative leading scientists
outside its employ, but little use was made of it.
The record of the A .N .R .C's service to science was one from which i t
could take some satisfaction . As the body through which Australia adhere d
to the various international scientific unions it enabled the country to fulfi l
its obligations to the larger world of science . To it must go the credi t
for persuading the Government to set up the wartime Scientific Liaiso n
Bureau, the Scientific Section of the Directorate of Manpower, and th e
Mineral Resources Survey . Soon after the war, in cooperation with th e
C .S .I .R ., it founded the first national journals of physical, biological an d
applied science, an event which, as much as any other, marked the comin g
of age of science in Australia . Despite all these activities it failed to acquire
the influence expected of a fully effective national body . The main reason
for this was lack of money, which acting in a vicious circle circumscribe d
its activities and thus the prospect of gaining any stronger financial sup port from the Government . At no time was the A.N .R.C . able to maintain a fully staffed secretariat or to bring together at reasonably frequen t
intervals representatives from all States .
At last, convinced that there were no prospects of obtaining stronge r
government support for the A .N .R .C ., a small group initially composed
of eleven Fellows of the Royal Society—of whom Professor Oliphant an d
Dr Martyn were the leading spirits—decided to found an Australia n
academy of science modelled closely on the Royal Society. The decision
was taken only after several conferences with the Executive of th e
A .N.R .C . The latter, after consulting its members, announced that if th e
attempt to launch an adequately financed national academy succeeded ,
there would no longer be any reason for its own existence, and that i n
due course it would retire from the scene .
The academy was planned to be a more select body than the National
Research Council and less unwieldy, comprising fifty or sixty of Australia's outstanding scientists . 4 Its founders were faced with the same problem that had beset the A .N .R .C . : how could a newly-founded, nationa l
academy, relying on Commonwealth funds, secure and preserve the in dependence of outlook vital to the welfare of science? Having convinced
$ The rejection of the ANRC's advice to form a scientific advisory council, which was mentione d
in Chapter 3, is an instance.
' The first council was : President, Prof M. L . Oliphant ; Treasurer, H . R. Marston ; Secretary
(Physical Sciences), Dr D . F . Martyn ; Secretary (Biological Sciences), Dr A . J . Nicholson ;
Ordinary Members : Prof T. M . Cherry, Prof Ian Clunies-Ross, Prof J. C. Eccles, Prof R . J . W .
Le Fevre, Sir Douglas Mawson and Sir David Rivett .
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the Prime Minister, Mr Menzies, that they had found an answer to thi s
problem, and having been assured of an annual grant sufficient to suppor t
the academy, the group of founders invited ten other leading Australia n
scientists to join them in petitioning for a Royal Charter . Through the
intervention of the Prime Minister and of the Royal Society of London ,
the petition was considered and approved by a specially convened meetin g
of the Privy Council on 12th January 1954 . At a ceremony in Canberra
on 16th February 1954 Queen Elizabeth II presented the Royal Charte r
to the Officers and Council-elect of the Australian Academy of Science .
This was the first time in nearly 300 years that the Sovereign had founde d
a scientific society, the only precedent being the foundation of the Roya l
Society by Charles II .
Once the academy had been launched, the A .N.R .C . took steps to brin g
about its own dissolution, a process which was completed at a meetin g
of the Executive Council presided over by Professor Elkin 5 on 28th
October . And so, after a quarter of a century of service to science, th e
A .N .R.C . gave way to its successor .
The Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organisation . I n
the period of rearmament immediately after the war, many governments ,
conscious of the growing importance of science in warfare, were faced wit h
the dilemma : how far should scientific research conducted under their
auspices be kept secret . The Australian Government did not escape it s
worries on this score . Sir David Rivett, who as Chief Executive Officer o f
the C .S .I .R . had been intimately associated with the formation of th e
Radiophysics Laboratory and with the precautions taken to safeguard th e
secrecy of its work, was strongly opposed to the idea that his organisatio n
should continue secret work in peace time. In this he was on firm groun d
since the Science and Industry Research Acts (1926-39) under which th e
council had been established, gave it no authority to engage in defenc e
work of the kind for which strict secrecy was essential . The Radiophysics
Laboratory gave up secret work, but the Division of Aeronautics, als o
essentially a wartime creation, continued with it and seemed likely t o
become more and more deeply involved, especially after the Long Rang e
Weapons Project had been set up .
Without any warning to the council of its intention the Commonwealt h
Government brought down a bill in December 1948 "empowering it to
transfer any part of the work of the Council irrespective of its connectio n
with defence, to the control of various Government departments unde r
the Public Service Board" . °
To scientists the transfer to a government department of a divisio n
closely related to defence—such, for instance, as the Division of Aeronautics—seemed reasonable enough, but they viewed the possibility of
a wholesale transfer "as a step of the profoundest gravity and importanc e
5 A. P . Elkin, MA, PhD . Clergyman of C of E Diocese of Newcastle, NSW, since 1915; Prof
of Anthropology, Univ of Sydney, 1934-55 . B. West Maitland, NSW, 27 Mar 1891 .
e Statement issued by the C .S .I .R . and quoted in Australian Journal of Science, Vol . 11 (1949) ,
pp. 147 and 151 .
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to Australia and Australian science" . They took this view not so muc h
because of the threat of the imposition of secrecy inherent in such a
transfer, though this was constantly in mind, but because they felt tha t
the direct political control the C .S .I .R . would be subjected to as a department of the Public Service would be disastrous to the development o f
science . The independence upon which the C .S .I .R . had for so long
prided itself, and to which its great record of successful scientific wor k
over the previous 20 years owed so much, was in jeopardy .
Alarmed at the trend of events, the Australian National Research Council protested to the Minister for Post-War Reconstruction, Mr Dedman ,
pointing out the dangers to the well-being of science implicit in the wording of the Act . All protests were without avail as far as the Act of 194 8
was concerned, but they did cause the Government to bring down anothe r
Act in April 1949 .
In the debate on this Act, the issue of secrecy and military security ,
though not strictly relevant to the subject under discussion, was again introduced . One member of the Opposition in a violent and unjustified attac k
on the C .S .I .R . declared : " Scientists from their lofty pinnacle conside r
that their research discoveries should be made available to other nation s
but the Government must take a more practical view ." He spoke as though
this were an aberration of scientists, and one to which they had bu t
recently succumbed . In fact, the history of science over the last 300 year s
shows that scientists have, as a basic principle, revealed their discoverie s
to all who were interested, whatever their nationality . All experience has
shown that without full publication, free exchange of ideas, and the critica l
discussion of its discoveries and theories, there can be no progress i n
science . In the continued absence of these conditions there would b e
nothing left, as far as science was concerned, to "take a more practica l
view " about .
Much of the argument in the debate was obscured by astonishing an d
(to scientists) disconcerting confusion over secrecy as applied to fundamental science (a suicidal policy) and secrecy as applied to defence scienc e
(the application of scientific principles to the problems of war)—a n
entirely different matter .
The new Act on which the debate centred, the Science and Industry
Research Act 1949, reconstituted the Council for Scientific and Industrial
Research and changed its name to the Commonwealth Scientific an d
Industrial Research Organisation (the C .S .I .R .O .) . The governing body
of the organisation was to be the Executive, consisting of the Chairma n
and four other members, three of whom must be scientists . The Act als o
provided for an Advisory Council consisting of the members of the Executive, the Chairmen of the State Committees, and such other members a s
the Advisory Council, with the consent of the Minister on the recommendation of the Executive, should coopt by reason of their scientifi c
knowledge . It was this change in the organisational pattern that led to th e
change in name . The Public Service Board would scrutinise the scientifi c
staff in regard to loyalty, but appointments were made and conditions of
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work and salary set out, by the Executive . The new Act gave the Executive and Advisory Council much more responsibility and initiative t o
direct the organisation's affairs than had the Act of 1948 . Although th e
provisions of the 1948 Act which had alarmed many scientists remained
in force, these new changes did much to relieve the general apprehension .
The problem of military security in a scientific age is essentially one fo r
the defence scientist and the armed services . With them it was allowed
to remain.
Scientific research after the war . There were several fields in which th e
potentialities for research built up during the war were later exploited t o
great effect . Perhaps the most notable was radar . In no other branch o f
science had such a strong team of research workers been brought together :
they were almost certainly more numerous than could, in ordinary circumstances, have been absorbed in working out the application of radar t o
civil aviation and marine navigation . It is therefore appropriate to as k
what happened to these men in the next few years . Many who wer e
members of the Radiophysics Laboratory remained with it and took part
in an intensified attack on fundamental problems already begun toward s
the end of the war. Soon three important fields of research were developed :
rain and cloud physics, radio-astronomy and the application of radar t o
air and marine navigation .
To a country noted alike for droughts and floods and still largely dependent for its prosperity on agricultural and pastoral industries, few natura l
phenomena are more important than rain . Yet at this time there wa s
astonishingly little scientific knowledge of the fundamental processes a t
work in the formation of rain . It had been recognised as early as 194 2
that radar would be a powerful tool for investigating phenomena of the
atmosphere, especially the formation of and movements within clouds .
Accordingly the laboratory's post-war program included research on the
structure of rain clouds, measurement of upper wind velocities, and th e
determination of the position and velocity of thunderstorms . About this
time Langmuir and Schaeffer in the United States became interested i n
the effects of introducing dry ice into clouds to form rain . Their firs t
experiment produced a snowstorm in the higher regions of the atmosphere ,
but the snow vanished before it reached the ground . Similar experiments ,
for which the tools were already available, were begun at the Radiophysic s
Laboratory by a team working under Bowen 's direction . This team wa s
joined in 1946 by Dr E . B . Kraus, who visited Langmuir and Schaeffe r
on his way out to Australia . Studies had already been made, using centimetric radar equipment, of heavy storms which owing to the ability o f
water drops to reflect ? radio waves could be detected up to distances o f
100 miles . With radar it was easily possible to distinguish between rain
and cloud.
7 More accurately, to scatter radio waves . Ability to scatter radio waves increased very muc h
with drop size,
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On 5th February 1947 Kraus and Squires, working in cooperation wit h
the R .A .A .F ., made some interesting experiments on clouds over the in land regions near Bathurst, New South Wales . Selecting one cloud from
among many very similar clouds, they seeded it with dry ice while observer s
at George ' s Heights in Sydney watched the proceedings on a radar scope .
Some minutes after the seeding the Sydney observers picked up rai n
echoes in the vicinity of this cloud . No such echoes had been detecte d
in the region before the experiments . Moving some twenty miles away ,
they selected another cloud, and the whole process was repeated wit h
similar results ; rain fell from the inoculated cloud but not from the neighbouring similar clouds . For the first time in history, clouds had bee n
artificially stimulated to produce rain . $ This work marked the beginnin g
of an extensive research program on the physics of rain formation .
Although the discovery that radio waves were reaching the eart h
from outer space had been made as early as 1932,3 nothing much was
done to follow it up until after the war, by which time greatly improve d
radio techniques were able to provide equipment sufficiently sensitive t o
enable more thorough investigations to be made . With the aid of a system
of radio receiver and aerial, which because of its close analogy with th e
corresponding optical instrument became known as a radio interferometer ,
Bolton and Stanley in Sydney discovered that some radiation came from a
localised region in space approximating to a point source .' They then
discovered other point sources of radiation . Since their positions did not
correspond with those of any of the conspicuous heavenly bodies, thes e
sources were called "radio stars" .
In 1942, while scanning sunlit skies over England for enemy aircraft ,
radar observers had occasionally picked up peculiar signals quite unlik e
those usually obtained, which were ultimately traced back to the sun .
Pawsey and his collaborators in Australia made the interesting discover y
that these peculiar signals came from some form of vast electrical stor m
that took place above sunspots . Theoretical work by Martyn and th e
experimental work by Pawsey led to the development of a method fo r
measuring the temperature of different parts of the solar atmosphere . 2
They discovered that the corona is at the fantastically high temperatur e
of about 1,000,000 degrees .
These were only a few of the interesting discoveries made by Australian radiophysicists in the early post-war years which earned them world wide recognition . 3
E. B . Kraus and P . Squires, "Experiments on the Stimulation of Clouds to Produce Rain" ,

Nature (1947), p . 489 .

, K . G. Jansky, "Electrical Disturbances Apparently of Extraterrestrial Origin" . Proceedings
of the Institution of Radio Engineers, Vol . 21 (1933), p . 1387.
1 J. G . Bolton and G . J . Stanley, "Discrete Sources of Galactic Radio Frequency Noise ". Nature,

Vol. 162 (1947), p. 141 .
, D . F. Martyn, "Origin of Radio Transmissions from the Disturbed Sun" . Nature, Vol. 159
(1947), p . 26 .
J. L. Pawsey, "Observation of a Million Degree Thermal Radiation from the Sun at a
Wavelength of 1 .5 metres". Nature, Vol . 158 (1946), p . 633 .
= A full account of these discoveries will be found in Radio Astronomy (1955) by J . L . Pawsey
and R. N . Bracewell.
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Steady though slow progress was made in the application of rada r
aids to commercial aviation . The slowness was disheartening to the radio physicists, who worked out excellent devices for which there appeared littl e
demand . This situation was not peculiar to Australia . It occurred all over
the world and may have been inherent in the economic position of commercial aviation at the time . Nevertheless some progress was made an d
in Australia it owed much to the leadership of Bowen, whose efforts i n
developing aids to civil aviation were recognised in 1950 by the Thurlo w
International Award for Navigation "for the outstanding contribution t o
the science of navigation in the year 1950" .
The holding of the 10th General Meeting of the Union Radio-Scientifique Internationale at the University of Sydney in August 1952 wa s
another tangible recognition of the international reputation of Australia n
contributions to radio science . This was a unique occasion, being the firs t
time that any international scientific body had met in Australia—or fo r
that matter in any country outside Europe and the United States .
Australia's contribution to knowledge in the fields of physical science s
which had for so long been an insignificant trickle, now grew to proportions in keeping with the remarkable growth of her industries and th e
activity of her scientific institutions . For the first time students and scientist s
from other parts of the world began to come to Australia to work fo r
higher degrees and to carry out researches in laboratories that ha d
achieved a well-established international reputation .
Surveys of Scientific and Industrial Resources . The need for surveys o f
the country's scientific resources—its scientists, as well as the organisation s
and institutions in which they worked—was felt acutely during the war ,
and it was then that such surveys were made for the first time : a surve y
of scientists by the Directorate of Manpower, and of institutions by th e
Scientific Liaison Bureau . Despite the fact that it had every promise o f
being equally useful in peace time and that it would lose most of its valu e
if not kept up to date, work of this kind was allowed to lapse for som e
years after the war and was not revived until 1951 . Surveys based on,
but more comprehensive than their wartime counterparts, were carried
out by the C .S .I .R .O ., and by 1953 there existed excellent directories o f
Australia's scientific societies, professional institutions and scientific an d
technical research centres . 4 One notable gap remained ; there was n o
register of Australian scientists which might be expected in a time o f
emergency to contribute to the more efficient use of the national resource s
of scientific manpower.

The Mineral Resources Survey and Minerals Production Directorat e
which had been improvised to meet the exigencies of war, met a nationa l
need that did not disappear when the war ended . Surveys and investigations of strategically important minerals begun by these organisation s
' These directories are : G. J . Wylie and Nona F. Lowe, Australian Scientific Societies and Professional Associations
Centres.

(1951) ; and Directory of Australian Scientific and Technical Researc h
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during the war were continued and new ones undertaken . In January 1945 ,
the Commonwealth Government made a radical change in its policy to wards the search for oil . Instead of giving financial assistance to relatively
small companies as it had been doing—a policy that had met with n o
success—the Government decided to encourage private enterprise b y
initiating geological and geophysical surveys which were to be followe d
later by test and scout drilling . The need for assistance of this kind in th e
exploration and development of mineral resources in general had bee n
pointed out by the Mining Advisory Panel of the Secondary Industrie s
Commission as early as 1944 . Methods of geophysical prospecting then
being employed were very rapid ; that is, they enabled large areas to b e
covered in a relatively short time . They were, however, also very costly
and required much special equipment . If each State had built up its own
organisation for this kind of work it would not only have been uneconomical but there would have been considerable risk of overlapping .
In these circumstances strong support was forthcoming, from the Stat e
Mines Departments and private mining companies alike, for a move t o
consolidate the advances made during the war by setting up a permanen t
organisation . Accordingly, the Commonwealth Public Service Board o n
11th June 1946, approved the formation of a body to be known as th e
Bureau of Geology, Geophysics and Mineral Resources with Dr Raggat t
as its director . 6
The bureau greatly extended geophysical prospecting for oil and als o
greatly intensified its search for the radioactive minerals of vital interest
in the development of atomic energy . Typical of its activities about this
time was the survey and investigation of the monazite content of the beac h
sands of Eastern Australia : this was one of the most extensive survey s
ever undertaken of the resources of a single mineral in Australia . Th e
reason was not far to seek . Monazite was the principal source of thorium ,
which, in a breeder reactor, could be transformed into fissile uranium
(U233) . The discovery in 1954 of the first flow oil in the Exmouth Gul f
region of Western Australia, and the uncovering of important deposits of
uranium in South Australia, the Northern Territory and Queensland ,
owed much to the encouragement and preliminary geological reconnaissance work done by the bureau .
The Department of National Development completed the first really
exhaustive survey of Australia ' s secondary industry .' The results of th e
survey, which dealt in a systematic way with the products of some 43,00 0
factories representing 200 major industries, were published in a larg e
volume entitled The Structure and Capacity of Australian Manufacturing
Industry, in 1952 .
South Australia later set up a small geophysical unit but the Commonwealth continued t o
meet the major geophysical commitments of that State .
, The name was later changed to the Bureau of Mineral Resources, Geology and Geophysics .
7 Prepared by the department 's Division of Industrial Development.
6
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National Standards. Owing to its preoccupation with problems relate d
to the war, the C .S .I .R . deferred taking any steps to secure legal sanctions for Commonwealth standards of weights and measurements until th e
National Standards Laboratory was able to complete the necessary preparatory work .
The most permanent and reproducible of all standards of length ar e
not those made by etching fine marks on bars of platinum-iridium or othe r
stable alloys, but those provided by nature herself in the form of the
wavelengths of light emitted by excited atoms ; from sources of light stationary with respect to the observer, these wavelengths, so far as is known ,
never vary . Once the length of the Imperial Standard Yard of Grea t
Britain had been measured in terms of the wavelength of the red spectru m
line of cadmium (as it was in 1907) or some other agreed-upon line ,
measurements in terms of the Imperial Standard Yard could be accuratel y
made in Australia provided there were available devices for measurin g
the working standards of length in terms of the wavelength of the appropriate spectral line . 6 Equipment of the most up-to-date kind was installe d
for this purpose in the National Standards Laboratory soon after the war .
Keeping abreast of trends in standards laboratories in other parts of th e
world where efforts were being made to set up a standard of time which ,
like the light waves chosen for length standards, would be absolutel y
constant, the National Standards Laboratory began work on the microwav e
spectroscopy of ammonia . The frequency of the vibration of hydroge n
atoms in an isolated ammonia molecule of a given isotopic compositio n
depends solely on universal physical constants, and is thus independen t
of all external circumstances . The energy associated with the vibration of
the hydrogen atom is small enough to bring it within the range of microwave spectroscopy . This molecular frequency provides a unit of time more
nearly constant than the period of the earth's rotation, and one that, lik e
the light-wave standard, can be produced anywhere any number of times . '
For the standards of mass, reliance at this time was placed solely o n
man-made standards, and in pursuance of this policy the National Standards Laboratory acquired from the International Bureau of Weights and
Measures a copy of the standard kilogram in platinum-iridium . 8
In June 1948 the Commonwealth Government exercised its power s
under the Constitution to pass the Weights and Measures (National
Standards) Act (No . 29 of 1948) . In several respects, particularly in it s
flexibility, the Act was in advance of similar Acts in other parts of th e
world . It did not, for example, define any standards . It did, however, giv e
the Government power to make regulations under which standards coul d
be defined, thus leaving open the possibility of changing the standards
° In 1953 the International Committee on Weights and Measures agreed that the time had com e
to "envisage favourably " a new definition of the metre based upon a wavelength of light from singl e
isotope sources, but could not agree upon which wavelength . Different countries favoured
different isotopes : the United States favoured a spectrum line produced by the mercury isotop e
Hg 108 ; Germany a line from the krypton isotope Kr ; and the U.S.S .R . a line produced b y
an isotope of cadmium.
7 A resonant frequency of the caesium atom was later found to provide a more satisfactory unit.
° Copy No. 44 .
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from time to time without changing the Act . The advantage of this arrangement was that it left the way clear to profit, without delay, from scientifi c
advances in measurement . A Standards Commission consisting of five
scientists° was set up to advise the Minister in charge of the Common wealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organisation on the regulation s
and any changes in standards that might be deemed necessary .
Long-range Weapons Project . Soon after the war the United Kingdom ,
stimulated no doubt by the German exploitation of long-range rocket s
(V2) and their attempts to produce guided missiles, began work on simila r
lines . Very few guided missiles of any kind had been used during th e
war but by 1945 the developments of electronics and the invention o f
the pulsed jet engine had paved the way for their fuller exploitation .
In order to test long-range missiles, some large uninhabited area covering anything up to 100,000 square miles was essential. Early trials mad e
by firing the missiles over the sea were not very satisfactory since in thes e
circumstances it was impossible to recover them for inspection . The British
Government arranged for the investigation of several areas in Commonwealth countries, and the choice was finally narrowed down to the froze n
wastes of the Hudson Bay region of Canada and the vast desert area o f
Central Australia . A mission headed by Lieut-General Everts' first visite d
Australia in 1945 . Evetts returned to Australia in 1946 with a team o f
scientists, serving officers and others, to take part in directing the settin g
up of the range and associated activities . He commented on the great
array of buildings and facilities in the Salisbury area . These, it will b e
remembered, had been erected during the war for the manufacture of ex plosives, at a cost of more than £5,000,000 . There was nothing temporary
about their construction : as in so many other munitions ventures, Mr
Essington Lewis had had an eye to Australia's industrial future. Lewis had ,
of course, no notion of the use to which they would actually be put after
the war, though he knew they would not be needed for explosives manufacture . Some of the buildings had been taken over by commercial firm s
when the Secretary of the Department of Munitions, Mr Jensen, intervene d
and persuaded the Government of the wisdom of retaining them fo r
defence purposes .
On 19th November 1946 the Australian Prime Minister, Mr Chifley ,
announced that an agreement had been reached with the United Kingdo m
on the establishment of a rocket range . In describing details of the projec t
a few days later, the Minister for Defence, Mr Dedman, said that the
decision represented a first step towards implementing the plan unde r
which Australia would make a larger contribution to the defence of th e
British Commonwealth . The Government, anxious to help in every wa y
possible, decided that Australia's part in the Long-Range Weapons Pro Prof L. G . H . Huxley, Dr G. H. Briggs, N . A . Esserman, F. J . Lehany and S. J . Proctor .
1 Lt-Gen Sir John Evetts, CB, CBE, MC . GOC 6 British Div, Syria, 1941 ; Asst Chief Imperia l
General Staff 1942-44 ; Senior Military Adviser, Ministry of Supply 1944-46 ; Chief Executive
Officer, Joint UK-Australian Long-Range Weapons Board of Administration, 1946-51 . Regular
soldier ; b. Naini Tal, India, 30 Jun 1891 .
6
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ject should be administered by the Department of Munitions, and whe n
this department was abolished in 1948 it made provision in the Act fo r
its successor, the Department of Supply, to administer the project .
An organisation named the Long-Range Weapons Establishment wa s
set up to include the facilities at Salisbury, an air base at Mallala operate d
by the R .A .A .F. (which was formerly an Empire Air Training establishment), and a range . The site finally chosen for the head of the range wa s
the area now known as Woomera, some 6 miles from the township o f
Pimba on the Transcontinental Railway, from which it was possible t o
test weapons over a land distance of 1,000 miles or more . Water was
supplied to Woomera by tapping the Morgan-Whyalla pipe-line that ha d
been constructed during the war to allow the development of the steel
and shipbuilding industries in South Australia . A 10-inch pipe was lai d
from Port Augusta, at the head of Spencer 's Gulf, 120 miles north-wes t
to Woomera . The whole project was a joint British-Australian effort, bot h
countries contributing to its costs .
It is pertinent to ask whether the war eventually brought about an y
change in the general position of Australia in relation to the design an d
development of armaments . In so far as the Long-Range Weapons Project was an outcome of the war, the answer is Yes . With a few notabl e
exceptions, such as the Owen gun, the Wackett bomber and the shor t
25-pounder, little had been achieved in the way of new designs durin g
the war of 1939-45 . It is true that in a number of instances scientist s
and engineers had made important modifications to British and America n
designs of radar, aircraft and tanks, as in the long-range air-warning set ,
the Wirraway trainer and the Australian cruiser tank ; but none of these
was adopted throughout the British Commonwealth .
The original intention was to use the Rocket Range solely for testin g
weapons designed and developed in the United Kingdom . Now, it appeared, Australia was ready to consider seriously the possibility of undertaking research leading to new weapons . The existing facilities at th e
Defence Standards Laboratories (Maribyrnong) and the Aeronautical Re search Laboratories (Fishermen's Bend) were insufficient to cope wit h
the new plans . Consequently at Salisbury buildings known as the Chemica l
and Physical Research Laboratories were equipped for work in electronics ,
high-speed flight research and propulsion, and together with the Long Range Weapons Establishment were placed under the direction of th e
Chief Scientist of the Department of Supply, Mr Butement .2
In the meantime numbers of young Australian scientists were sent t o
the United Kingdom to undertake postgraduate studies in fields likely t o
have some bearing on long-range and guided missiles . The last phase in
the evolution of the Long-Range Weapons Project, and one of the greates t
interest in relation to the history of the recent war, was a decision b y
the Government that Australia should herself take part in the design an d
2 W. A . S . Butement, OBE ; BSc . Asst Director Scientific Research, British Min of Supply, 1940-46 ;
Chief Superintendent Long-Range Weapons Establishment, Australia, 1947-49 ; Chief Scientist ,
Dept of Supply, since 1949 . B . Masterton, NZ, 18 Aug 1904 .
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development of new weapons and the scientific research necessary thereto .
Australia was no longer satisfied to rely implicitly on the United Kingdo m
but was eager to take her share in contributing new weapons to th e
common pool for the defence of the British Commonwealth of Nations .
The policy of defence science and the broad machinery for its implementation became the responsibility of a body set up within the Department of Defence, known as the Defence Research and Developmen t
Policy Committee . On this committee, which began its existence under th e
chairmanship of Professor L . H . Martin, scientists were strongly represented ; it included several eminent civilian scientists, deputy chief s
of staff and chief technical officers of each of the Services, the Controller General of Munitions and the Chief Scientist of the Department of Supply .
Science thus became more closely integrated with the defence of Australia than it had been in the war of 1939-45 .
Industry after the war . In 1943, while the war was still at its height, th e
Government began to consider what was to be done after the war with
the numerous factories that had been built for the manufacture of munitions . It had already formed a Department of Post-War Reconstruction ,
which in turn recommended that a Secondary Industries Commission
should be set up for the express purpose of advising the Governmen t
on the orderly transition of Australia's manufacturing from war to peace .
The commission was fortunate in having as its chairman Mr Jensen, wh o
had taken an important share over many years in developing the munitions factory construction program, and who was therefore able to give
invaluable guidance in implementing the Government's decision to retai n
only a few of the factories permanently for defence purposes .
It is estimated that between 1940 and 1945 the Department of Munitions and its agencies spent at least £300,000,000 . Much of this was use d
in producing articles that were expendable—guns and their ammunition ,
tanks and aeroplanes—which in the economic sense represented so muc h
waste, but a good deal of it went into buildings and equipment destined t o
become permanent assets to the nation's industrial resources . Under th e
pressure of war a netwprk of government factories for the manufacture o f
explosives, ammunition and small arms had been built not only in th e
industrial centres of the capital cities but in many country towns that
hitherto had known little of manufacturing . Development of the latte r
was the result of two factors : the need to make the greatest possible us e
of rural manpower, and the need, where explosive factories were concerned, to consider the safety of civilian populations . One of the hopes
of those who planned the rural factories was that one day they woul d
become the spearhead of a great movement of industrial decentralisation .
The number and area of wartime government munitions factories—urba n
and rural—are shown in the accompanying table . 3
9

Use has been made of a booklet issued by the Dept of Post-War Reconstruction entitled Wartim e
Factories with a Peacetime Future ; The Story of Industrial Decentralisation (17 Oct 1949) .
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Artificial production of rain on 5th February 1947, over the Blue Mountains . The cloud base
was at 11,000 feet, the freezing level at 18,000 feet, and the top of the clouds rathe r
uniformly at 23,000 feet .
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Thirteen minutes after the release of dry ice the top of the cloud had reached 29,000 feet .
A few minutes later rain was observed visually, falling from the base of the cloud to th e
ground . Between 200 and 300 lb of dry ice were dropped into a selected cloud .
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N.S.W.
Vic
Q'land .
S . Aust .
W . Aust
Tas

Factory are a
(acres)
6,972
4,266
455
. 5,397
140
133

Expenditure
authorised
12,276,280
6,509,400
1,192,400
7,578,380
348,600
410,300

No. of
buildings
1,40 2
1,16 0
16 3
1,49 9
69
31

17,363

28,315,360

4,324

The leading position occupied by New South Wales was, in the main ,
the outcome of its ability to provide the largest number of workers . Relative
to size of population the greatest wartime industrial development too k
place in South Australia . The reason for this is to be found in considerations of defensive strategy. The figures in the table do not include 22 0
production annexes built as extensions to existing private factories, no r
food dehydration factories, power alcohol distilleries, flax mills, aircraft
production establishments and a great number of storage buildings .
The total area of wartime building construction disposed of by th e
Government was made up of the following types :
Munitions factories
6,190,274 square feet
Munitions annexes
576,982
Aircraft production factories
381,71 9
Dehydration factories .
179,216
„
Grain (power) alcohol distilleries
240,18 3
Flax mills .
60,77 4
Warehouses
570,700
8,199,848

„

Munitions factories built in widely scattered parts of the Commonwealt h
ranged from relatively small single buildings to huge concentrations of
up to 1,000 buildings, totalling more than 1,000,000 square feet on one
site .
The war years witnessed a development in the variety and complexit y
of manufacture and in technology generally, which might normally hav e
occupied a much longer period. It was upon this that the great post-wa r
expansion in secondary industry was built . At the end of the war there
was a heavy demand for new factories and for houses . Few new house s
were privately built during the last three years of the war .
The Government, anxious that factory building should not stand in
the way of a vigorous housing program, pressed forward with its plan s
for disposing of the munitions plants . It was concerned that firms grante d
sales or leases should be of a kind able to make a useful contribution t o
the general pattern of manufacturing production in Australia .
The change-over of wartime factories to peacetime production had
actually begun before the war ended . By 1946 some 120 individual enter -
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prises had either bought or leased space in former munitions factories .
Three years later this figure rose to 293 . The accompanying table show s
details of the disposals in each State and estimates of the employmen t
likely to result from the establishment of new peacetime manufacturin g
projects .
Area leased
Estimated
or sol d
employment
(sq ft)
N .S .W. .
3,245,482
12,540
Vie
996,296
4,365
Q'land .
1,364,312
3,69 1
S . Aust .
1,789,102
5,557
W. Aust .
395,187
1,456
Tas
409,469
1,677
The position occupied by South Australia is again worthy of note ;
relative to the size of its pre-war secondary industry, it profited most .
Former wartime factories now housed some of the largest manufacturing plants in the Commonwealth—such as woven rayon textiles, spar e
parts for motor-cars, radio and electrical equipment . They also provided
the opportuntiy for beginning industries entirely new to the country : the
manufacture of special types of machine tools, scientific equipment, special
textiles and new chemicals . The fact that modern factory buildings togethe r
with all the necessary services and facilities were available for industria l
purposes in country towns or in the less highly industrialised States, provided a strong inducement to firms already established in the large capita l
cities to decentralise their activities . The first, and what proved to be the
largest, single disposal negotiated by the Secondary Industries Commissio n
was the leasing of a former munitions factory at Rutherford, a smal
l
country town in the coalfields west of Newcastle, to Burlington Mills (Australia) Ltd, a rayon-weaving firm .
The firms which took advantage of the former war factories to decentralise to other States, included Philips Electrical Industries of Australia
Pty Ltd, who transferred the whole of their works from Sydney to Hendon,
South Australia ; Oliver Nilsen Pty Ltd, of Melbourne, who opened a
factory for electrical •goods at Murray Bridge, South Australia ; MacRobertsons Pty Ltd, of Melbourne, who established a branch of thei r
confectionery business at St Mary's, New South Wales ; Silk and Textile s
Pty Ltd, of Sydney, who moved the whole of their activities to Derwen t
Park (near Hobart, Tasmania) ; and the Austral Bronze Company Pty Ltd,
who transferred part of their operations to the same locality . In the former
small-arms factory at Orange, New South Wales, Emmco Pty Ltd established a large factory employing more than 1,000 persons for the manufacture of refrigerators . The techniques of high-precision engineering once
used for making small arms were transferred to the manufacture of "seale d
units" for refrigerators .
Many well-known oversea firms took advantage of the disposal of
war factories to provide space for their new Australian branches : Bruck
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Mills (Australia) Ltd, closely linked with Bruck Mills of Canada, set
up one of Australia's largest rayon weaving mills in a wartime aluminiu m
fabrication plant at Wangaratta, Victoria ; B . O . Morris Ltd, dental tool
makers of Birmingham, established a subsidiary company at St . Mary's ;
Vactric Ltd, of England, established Vactric Electrical Industries Lt d
at Finsbury, South Australia ; there were also many others .
Disposal of factories comprising numerous buildings too large for a
single enterprise, presented a special problem which was solved by settin g
up community industrial centres . One of the most notable examples o f
this kind was the Explosives Factory at St Mary's, a vast conglomeratio n
of 900 buildings which covered 1,300,000 square feet and had cost nearl y
£5,500,000 . The changeover at St Mary's began in 1946, and within two
years eighty-nine firms, manufacturing a wide range of goods, becam e
established there . While the government factory buildings were being transferred to private enterprise, town planners set about making St Mary' s
Australia's first satellite industrial township—a show-place of industria l
activity .4
The four synthetic ammonia factories built to supply raw materials ,
chiefly nitric acid and ammonium nitrate, to the wartime explosives industry, were afterwards converted to produce ammonium sulphate fo r
use as a fertiliser . These four plants, together with the first one erected
by I .C .I.A .N .Z. at Deer Park, proved insufficient to meet Australian requirements, and a new and much larger plant was erected by the Electrolytic Zinc Company of Australasia at Risdon, Tasmania .
The Aluminium Industry . It will be recalled that in April 1944 an
agreement was reached between the Commonwealth and Tasmania n
Governments to establish an aluminium ingot industry in Tasmania .° A
capital fund of £3,000,000, provided jointly by the two governments an d
estimated as sufficient for the construction of works capable of producin g
10,000 tons of aluminium a year, was set up . The industry was entruste d
to the Aluminium Production Commission, whose members were appointe d
in May 1945 . 6 By this time the anxieties which had so harassed authorities in the aircraft industry had long since disappeared .
One of the commission's first acts was to extend the surveys begun b y
the Mineral Resources Survey, of the national reserves of bauxite . Proven
reserves of approximately 21,000,000 tons of ore of economic grade wer e
found, principally in the Northern Territory (Wessel Islands) and Ne w
South Wales, and brought within the commission's control .' This wa s
a few years after this transfer had been completed the
' toOnly
build a new explosives and filling factory at St Mary 's.

Government found it necessary

Aluminium Industry Act No. 44 of 1944.
° Members and deputy members of the Commission were as follows : Chairman, G . H . Watson
(Mechanical and Designing Engineer) ; Deputy Chairman, L . R . S. Benjamin (Chemical Engineer) ;
W . D . Scott (Consulting Accountant) ; W. H . Williams (Director of Mines, Tasmania) ; A . A .
Topp (Chemical Engineer) ; H . B. Bennett (Director of Industrial Development in Tasmania) ;
P. W. Nette (Asst Secretary, Commonwealth Treasury) ; and E. Parkes (Under Secretary ,
Premier ' s Dept, Tasmania) .
7 H. B . Owen, "Bauxite in Australia ", Bulletin No. 24 Bureau of Mineral Resources, Geology
and Geophysics, Dept of National Development .
5
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ample for production for 150 years on the scale contemplated, and allowed
a reasonable margin for expansion . Once supplies of the principal ra w
material, bauxite, had been guaranteed, provision of electrical power wa s
the next vital step ; it had already been decided to establish the industr y
in Tasmania because of that State's reserves of hydro-electric power .
After considerable technical investigation the commission decided to erec t
an electrolytic reduction plant near the mouth of the Tamar River at Bell
Bay, which is accessible to vessels of large tonnage . A special scheme
for providing electrical power, the largest single item in the cost of producing aluminium, was developed by the Hydro-Electric Commission o f
Tasmania at Trevallyn near Launceston.
Erection of the plant was begun in 1950, but before it was complete d
costs of construction had risen so sharply that an amending Act s wa s
passed by the Federal Government increasing the Commonwealth's contribution to £5,750,000 ; this, together with the original contribution o f
£1,500,000 from Tasmania, brought the total appropriations for the project to £7,250,000 . The amount was later increased to £10,500,000 . This
provided for increasing costs and also for an expansion of output t o
13,000 tons of aluminium a year, to keep pace with increasing local
demands.
The method of extraction adopted was the conventional Bayer-Hal l
process, 9 full technical advice upon which was supplied to the commission by the British Aluminium Company Ltd . With the exception of cryolite
and petroleum coke, required to make the electrodes, all materials fo r
the process were available within Australia . The principal—indeed almos t
the only—source of natural cryolite was Greenland . To safeguard the
industry two steps were taken : stocks of cryolite were accumulated an d
an investigation into the problems associated with the production of synthetic cryolite was carried out by the CSIRO Division of Industria l
Chemistry on a laboratory scale .
The plant was officially opened by the Prime Minister, Mr Menzies ,
on 23rd September 1955, five years after the first constructional wor k
had begun. In spite of all the surveys of local sources of bauxite, th e
industry began by importing this raw material, mainly from Malaya : it
was considered advisable to begin with a raw material whose characteristic s
were well known to the industry and which had been used in other part s
of the world .
The Tinplate Industry . Dependence on imported tinplate continued for
some years after the war . Two factors had militated against the earlier
establishment of the industry : a chronic shortage of steel arising from
post-war shortages of coal and labour, and technological changes in th e
industry itself . By the time the war was over it had become evident that
the most economical raw material for tinplate was wide steel strip mad e
e No . 16 of 1952.
9 Electrolysis of a melt of Al20. and Na,AlFe with electrodes of the Soderberg type . Total curren t
through the cells was 40,000 amps at 5 volts .
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by a continuous hot-rolling process . Mills for this purpose were a costly
item of equipment : during six years, beginning in 1948, Australian Iro n
and Steel Ltd spent approximately £35,000,000 on the installation o f
rolling mills to manufacture wide steel strip . Of the many uses to which
tinplate could be put, the most important from the Australian standpoin t
was in packing primary products for the export market . The first wide
steel strip was produced at Port Kembla by the continuous process i n
June 1955, just before this history ends, but production of tinplat e
was not then expected for another four or five years .
The manufacture of motor vehicles. Few industries did more toward s
arming the nation than the automotive industry ; in the variety of its contribution (guns, bombs, shells, small marine craft, components for aircraft ,
torpedoes, aero-engines and diesel-engines) it was probably unrivalled . The
need to find new outlets for the greatly expanded wartime engineerin g
industry caused the Secondary Industries Commission at its second meeting, in December 1943, to consider the possible establishment of a moto r
vehicle industry in Australia . After the commission had completed it s
preliminary investigations on the subject and had communicated its findings to the Government, the Prime Minister, Mr Curtin, announced tha t
the Cabinet had decided to repeal legislation that stood in the way o f
establishing a motor vehicle industry l and then, having intimated that i f
no private firm would build a car the Government itself would, he invite d
manufacturers to submit their plans . Owing to the reduction of import s
of motor vehicles during the war years the number of vehicles availabl e
either for industry or defence had fallen to disturbingly low levels, an d
the Government, mindful of the importance of motor transport to th e
development of the country, was most anxious that some effort shoul d
soon be made to close this gap in Australia's self-sufficiency .
The first proposal received was that of General Motors-Holden's Ltd,
which together with Curtin's reply thereto, was tabled in the House o f
Representatives in March 1945 . The company proposed to manufacture
in Australia a medium-power, low-priced car and a related utility vehicle
to suit Australian conditions and designed to take account of locall y
available raw materials, with an output of 20,000 vehicles a year . Specifications for the car had already been submitted to the General Motors Corporation of Detroit, in the United States. Just as the war was ending a n
expert from the corporation visited Australia for the purpose of surveyin g
the technical resources of the local automotive industry and of discoverin g
the extent to which related industries would be able to support car manufacture . Though General Motors-Holden's had throughout the war receive d
much help and technical guidance from the parent firm, it could not hav e
achieved the manufacture of complete cars with the success that it di d
without further cooperation in engineering and research from the United
States . A team of thirty Australian manufacturing and engineering technicians visited Detroit to study the latest methods of car manufacture ,

I

The Motor Engine Vehicle Bounty Act 1939 ; The Motor Vehicle Agreement Act 1940 .
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and to watch the construction and testing of three prototype models of
the first Australian car . Late in 1946 Mr R. S . Begg (an engineer of
General Motors Corporation) and a team of American specialists accompanied the thirty Australians on their return to Melbourne .
Then followed a long period of testing the American-built prototyp e
cars under Australian road and weather conditions . Next, two locally-buil t
prototypes, embodying all the modifications shown to be necessary b y
these tests, were given the most exhaustive tests of all . The test cars are
said to have covered an aggregate of more than 250,000 miles . In the
meantime General Motors-Holden's erected new manufacturing plants a t
Fishermen's Bend, Victoria, and Woodville, South Australia, reconverte d
existing plants from war production, and began to set in motion all th e
processes preliminary to volume production . The new car, known as the
Holden, was first shown to the public on 29th November 1948 . In
January of the following year manufacture, without the aid of bounty o r
subsidy, began on a large scale . To many, the appearance of the Holden
symbolised Australia's arrival as an industrial nation . An essential factor in
this extension of the automotive industry was the wartime development of
the engineering industry, without which progress would not have been s o
rapid .
Primary Industry . Mindful that primary industry was an integral par t
of the nation's economy, and in fact its mainstay, the Government gav e
thought during the later years of the war to the problem of re-establishin g
servicemen on the land and to regenerating rural industry, which ha d
suffered considerably, especially early in the war, by the diversion o f
manpower and materials to the manufacture of munitions .
Determined that the many failures which attended the soldier settlements
after the 1914-18 war should not be repeated, the Government formed th e
Rural Reconstruction Commission to investigate the future of Australia's
primary industries . Surveying failures after the 1914-18 war the commission found that land had often been used for the wrong purpose :
settlers had tried to grow wheat on areas suitable only for grazing, an d
orchards had been started in areas where the hail risk was too high .
Often the earlier soldier settlers had lacked competent technical advic e
and guidance.
Clearly one of the first considerations was to ensure a wise selectio n
of land . Officers of the Commonwealth War Service Land Settlement Division—men with appropriate technical qualifications and practical experience—made detailed studies of soil type and character, topography of th e
land, water supply, climatic conditions, situation of the land in relatio n
to transport and communications, markets, and other relevant factors . In
making these surveys organisations such as the Climatological Division o f
the Commonwealth Weather Bureau, the C .S .I .R . and the Commonwealth
Bureau of Agricultural Economics gave much valuable help .
While this work was in progress, intending ex-servicemen settlers wh o
had had adequate practical experience or training were given intensive
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refresher courses in the principles of farming, covering modern developments in the methods of breeding and feeding animals, and recent advances in the scientific side of agricultural practice, including the effec t
of climate and soils on plant production .
By 30th September 1949 the Government had spent £9,500,000 on it s
settlement scheme and had bought 7,500,000 acres of land ; some 4,70 5
settlers had been given free rural training, and 2,872 had been placed on
farms . Judged by experience to the time of writing, the War Service Land
Settlement Scheme has been far more successful than the settlemen t
schemes tried after the 1914-18 war .
Much of the research into the production and use of wool initiated wit h
the help of funds provided under the Wool Publicity and Research Ac t
1936, was of necessity either suspended or very much restricted durin g
the early part of the war . Later in the war, however, the wool industry ,
aware of the rapidly increasing danger of competition from synthetic fibres ,
awoke to the necessity of providing even more substantial funds for re search on wool . Ways and means of ensuring the widest application of the
results of scientific research to the wool industry were considered, bot h
by the Textile Advisory Panel of the Secondary Industries Commission an d
by a special Inter-departmental Committee 2 appointed by the War Cabine t
in May 1944 . On the strength of a report made by this committee, th e
Government brought down the Wool Use Promotion Act 1945 which provided for the levying of a tax of 2s a bale (as compared with 6d a bal e
in 1936) . Proceeds from the tax went to the Australian Wool Burea u
(the reconstituted Wool Board) which used the money mainly for publicit y
and promoting the wider use of wool ; some was used indirectly to sup port research through the award of fellowships which enabled scienc e
graduates to study at Leeds and other textile research centres overseas .
At the same time the Government itself matched the growers' contributio n
bale for bale to build up a fund known as the Wool Research Trus t
Account. With the help of funds so raised during the next few year s
scientific research on wool in Australia was begun in earnest . The
C .S .I .R .O . set up Wool Textile Research Laboratories in Melbourne ,
Geelong and Sydney in 1949 . 3 Two years later the N .S .W. University of
Technology, applying funds provided by the State Government, forme d
a School of Wool Technology. 4
Probably the most significant of the C .S .I .R .O's efforts to help the
wool industry in the first ten years after the war was the development of
a method for controlling the rabbit population by means of a virus disease ,
myxomatosis, and the revelation of the importance of trace elements ,
especially of cobalt and copper, in the nutrition of sheep . By adding these
and other trace elements to land which was not much better than desert ,
a Comprising representatives of the C .S.I.R . and Departments of War Organisation of Industry,
Post-war Reconstruction, Supply and Shipping, Commerce and Agriculture, and the Treasury .
In charge of Dr F. G . Lennox, Dr M . Lipson and Mr V . D . Burgmann, respectively.
• In charge of Prof P. R . McMahon .
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upwards of 1,000,000 acres in one scheme alone 5 were made suitable for
the grazing of sheep . One authority estimated that before the introduction
of the disease, rabbits destroyed pasturage that would have been sufficien t
to maintain another 50,000,000 to 75,000,000 sheep. '
Accompanying this increase in scientific research there were corresponding developments in facilities for training men for the textile industry .
The Textile Advisory Board in its first report to the Secondary Industrie s
Commission pointed out that if Australia was to expand her wool industry
by increasing the proportion of wool processed and manufactured locally ,
it would be necessary to increase technical training facilities at all level s
of the industry . Out of its recommendations came the setting up of a
major training centre at Geelong and minor centres at Sydney and Mel bourne . ?
Power developments after the war. Reserves of generating capacity wer e
seriously depleted as a result of the war, and in the years immediatel y
after demands for power exceeded supply . The sudden growth of loa d
was brought about by rapid industrial development, a great increase in
the use of domestic appliances which were now being manufactured i n
large quantities, and the expansion of population brought about by immigration . As a result, Australia found herself for some years seriousl y
harassed by shortages of electrical power . As in most countries of th e
world, power rationing was necessary ; blackouts were experienced to som e
degree in most States and most severely in New South Wales .
Apart from the more urgent tasks of extending and rebuilding som e
existing metropolitan power stations, the notable trend after the war wa s
to build power stations away from large cities . $
In the early days of power supply it was generally considered economica l
for power stations to be built near the centre of the area to which they
supplied power . It was later found that the cost of transmitting larg e
amounts of electrical power was, except in special circumstances, les s
than the cost of transporting high-grade coal . This being so, the obviou s
place to establish a power station, provided there were no overriding
considerations, was as near the mouth of a coal mine as possible . On e
other limitation on the choice of sites had to be considered : there must
be available ample supplies of cooling water for condensing purposes .
The trend towards decentralisation of thermal power stations was particularly noticeable in New South Wales, but in order to be near supplie s
of water they were still built mainly in positions near the coast an d
therefore vulnerable to enemy action . In 1955, within a radius of about
100 miles from Sydney, three thermal stations were under construction :
', This was an area in the Ninety Mile Desert whose reclamation was financed by the Australia n
Mutual Provident Society .
8 "Science and Australia's Growing Agricultural Revolution", by Sir Ian Clunies-Ross, National
Development No . 7 (1954) .
7 Textile College, Gordon Institute of Technology ; Sydney Technical College; and Textile Trade s
School, Melbourne Technical College, respectively .
8 V. J. F . Brain, "Some Observations on Electricity Supply on the Australian Mainland", Journal
of the Institute of Engineers of Australia, Vol . 24 (1953), p. 123 .
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70 miles north of Sydney a 330-megawatt power station was being buil t
on the shores of Lake Macquarie, where there was an unlimited supply o f
cooling water and also, within 3 miles of the station, an ample supply o f
coal from the newly-developed mine at Awaba in the Great Northern Seam ;
60 miles south of Sydney, on the shores of Lake Illawarra, a 320-megawat t
power station designed to use coal from a nearby mine ; and finally ,
west of Lithgow at Wallerawang, a 240-megawatt power station designe d
to use open-cut coal from a nearby seam and cooling water from th e
Fish River .
Similar trends were evident in Victoria, South Australia and Wester n
Australia, where even greater savings in transport costs were made b y
building power stations close to the deposits of low-grade coal whic h
these States must perforce use to be independent of New South Wales .
In South Australia it proved impracticable to build a large power statio n
close to the Leigh Creek open-cut mine, owing to the inadequate suppl y
of cooling water ; even the less efficient, more costly cooling towers usin g
a minimum of water proved to be out of the question . A compromise was
reached by placing the station on the seaboard near Port Augusta . Similar
reasons accounted for the building of a power station at Bunbury i n
Western Australia . The other States ' growing independence of New South
Wales for coal, accentuated by the war, was carried still further in th e
immediate post-war years, so that by 1951 the five States, which som e
thirty years before had drawn 63 per cent of their coal from New Sout h
Wales, drew only 23 per cent . This trend was advantageous from a defenc e
point of view, and also made it possible to conserve high-grade coals fo r
metallurgical coke and gas-making, for which they were technically s o
well suited.
Easily the most ambitious of all the post-war power developments wa s
the Snowy River Scheme . For many years there had been discussions o n
how the waters of this, the most reliable of the mainland rivers, coul d
be used, but owing to the extreme isolation of much of the region throug h
which it flowed progress was slow . One of the first to appreciate the valu e
of the river as a source of hydro-electric power was Mr W . Coun, Chie f
Electrical Engineer of the New South Wales Public Works Department ,
who during the first world war made two surveys, one in 1915 and th e
other in 1918 . But the time was not yet ripe for such a scheme and n o
action was taken .
The next thirty years saw a succession of proposals and counter proposals for the use of the Snowy River ; most of them viewed the rive r
and its potentialities from a State rather than a national point of vie w
and usually with the emphasis on either power or irrigation . Even as late
as 1944 a special committee appointed by the New South Wales Government to carry out further investigations on the possible use of the Snow y
River for power and irrigation, considered irrigation mainly from the point
of view of New South Wales . A committee appointed by the New South
Wales Government in 1941 to enquire into the possible uses of the waters
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of the Snowy proposed a plan to divert them to the Murrumbidgee near
Cooma, primarily for the purpose of irrigating the Murrumbidgee Valley.
Since the lower part of the Snowy River passes through Victoria thes e
proposals did not find favour in that State . Another plan developed in
considerable detail by Mr Olsen 9 of the Victorian State Electricity Commission favoured the idea of diverting the waters of the Snowy to the River
Murray. This plan found a powerful supporter in Mr H . P . Moss, Controller of Electricity Supply to the Department of Munitions, who in a
report to the Minister for Post-War Reconstruction recommended :
that the Government be advised that the possibilities of the development of th e
Snowy River for both hydro-electricity generation and for water conservation appear
to be much greater and of much wider significance than any previous investigatio n
has shown, and that a close, detailed survey of certain features should be mad e
immediately with a view to obtaining essential basic data necessary to confirm
this possibility.l
As the end of the war approached interest in the scheme was roughl y
equally divided between its potentialities for supplying power and for
irrigation . On the one hand, the preoccupation of the Commonwealth wit h
the supply of food to the Allied Forces in the South-West Pacific Area ,
and the realisation of the part played by the Murrumbidgee area in thi s
effort, did much to focus attention on irrigation . The Commonwealt h
Rural Reconstruction Commission, for example, recommended in 194 5
that "the maximum development of irrigation should be regarded as a
national objective" . On the other hand the expansion of secondary industr y
throughout Australia, and the needs of a population increasing rapidl y
because of large-scale immigration, did much to bring about a more genera l
appreciation of the wider implications of the Snowy scheme as a sourc e
of power . Since it was clear that the interests of the Commonwealth ,
New South Wales and Victoria were all directly involved, it was essentia l
that some properly constituted body on which they were all represente d
should be formed .
A more nearly national approach to the problem of using the water s
of the Snowy River was made in 1946 when ministers of the Common wealth, New South Wales and Victoria, with their technical advisers, met
to consider the rival schemes and the rights and responsibilities of th e
States and of the Commonwealth Government . The conference decide d
that both schemes—the one proposed by New South Wales to divert the
Snowy to the Murrumbidgee, and the Victorian proposal to divert it t o
the Murray—should be fully investigated . The results of this study, which
were placed before a Premiers' Conference in 1947, led to the setting u p
of a Joint Commonwealth-States Technical Committee under the chair 6O.

T. Olsen . Civil Investigation Engineer, Vic State Electricity Commission, 1926-50 ; Chief
Investigating Engineer, Snowy Mountains Hydro-Electric Authority, 1950-55 . Civil engineer ;
b. Sogne, Norway, 5 Sep 1890.
1 Report on Snowy River Hydro-Electric Development, made in the first instance to the Secretary ,
Department of Munitions, 11 Oct 1944 . Sent on to Minister for Post-War Reconstruction ,
17 Oct 1944 .
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manship of Dr Loder, 2 Director-General of the Commonwealth Department of Works and Housing . To carry out the proposals put forward
by this committee concerning the scheme, which was now planned as th e
largest regional development yet undertaken in Australia, the Common wealth Government brought into being in July 1949 the Snowy Mountain s
Hydro-Electric Authority . Mr Hudson3 was appointed Commissioner to
administer the authority and Mr Olsen, who was mainly responsible fo r
the broad concept of the national Snowy Mountains project, was mad e
Chief Designing Engineer.
In its final form, the scheme provided for the diversion of part of th e
waters of the Snowy River into the Murray and the remainder into th e
Murrumbidgee, in such a way as would ultimately make available som e
2,000,000 acre feet of water for the irrigation of the two river valleys .
It also provided for the development, when completed, of approximatel y
3,000,000 kilowatts of power—an amount exceeding the total capacity o f
all generating stations then operating in Australia . The first stage wa s
completed early in 1955, when power from the Guthega station was fe d
into the New South Wales grid .
The discovery at Rum Jungle in the Northern Territory and at Mary
Kathleen near Mount Isa, Queensland, of deposits of uranium reputed to
be comparable in extent with the largest in other parts of the world, an d
the report in 1953 of the occurrence of flow oil in the Exmouth Gul f
region of Western Australia, coinciding as they did with the initiation o f
the Snowy Mountain scheme and the decision to build an experimental
nuclear reactor at Menai, New South Wales, combined to open up th e
prospects of supplying enough power to sustain a population many times
the present one . Whatever factor or factors might one day set limits to
Australia 's development as an industrial nation, lack of power did not
seem likely to be one of them . Scarcity of water seemed more likely
to be a limiting factor.
Summing Up . What, in general terms, was the over-all effect of the war
on Australian science and industry ?
In science there was a slowing down of fundamental research and a
preoccupation with the applications of science . This trend was commo n
to most, if not all, countries at war . Australia continued to train scientist s
and engineers throughout the war without any serious diminution in numbers, so that it was possible to sustain fairly well the rapid development s
of science in the post-war years . The successful application of science t o
war created a deep impression on the community at large and heightene d
its appreciation of the part played by science generally in the modern world .
Consequently, after the war research received much stronger financia l
L . F . Loder, CBE ; DEng . (Served 1st AIF.) Chief Engineer, Vic Country Roads Board, 1928-40 ;
Chairman 1940-44; Director-General Allied Works 1944-45 ; Director-General, C' wealth Dept of
Works, since 1945 . B . Sale, Vic, 30 Dec 1896 .
8 Sir William Hudson, KBE; BSc. Engineer in charge construction Gallaway Hydro-electric Scheme,
Scotland; chief construction engineer Woronora Dam ; Commissioner, Snowy Mountains Hydro Electric Authority, since 1949 . B . Nelson, NZ, 27 Apr 1896 .
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support from governments than it had ever previously enjoyed in thi s
country, and the output of scientific research reached new levels in qualit y
and diversity .
Industry began to contribute its share . While many firms affiliated with
oversea organisations continued to rely on their parent bodies for researc h
and developmental work, there were signs that the larger and stronger o f
them were beginning to assume responsibilities of their own in these
matters . A few large, essentially Australian firms also began to establish
well-equipped laboratories intended for something more than routine
scientific control of manufacturing processes . Firms in both groups als o
contributed considerable sums of money for the endowment of researc h
fellowships at universities .
Industry met the challenge of war by displaying at all levels—fro m
skilled workmen to engineers and scientists and executives—a resource fulness and an ability to improvise which enabled it to solve many of th e
technical problems produced by isolation . For the first time the value o f
production of secondary industry overtook that of primary industry, a s
can be seen from the accompanying table .
Australian Production in Primary and Secondary Industr y
(in £000,000's )
Primary
Secondar y
1937-38
214
197
1942-43
282
352
1944-45
277
362
1953-54
1,093
1,230
It is not suggested that the greater expansion of secondary industry a s
compared with that of primary industry was something peculiar to the wa r
years . It had been going on for many years ; the war merely accelerated
the change . At the turn of the century only about 12 per cent of adult s
were employed in secondary industry as compared with 30 per cent i n
primary industry . By 1950 the proportions were almost completely reverse d
(17 per cent in primary and 28 per cent in secondary industry) .
Engineering industry emerged from the war greatly strengthened in it s
capacity to undertake mass production, and with an appreciation of wha t
was involved in meeting the exacting standards and specifications fo r
making munitions . It was able to make a wider range of structural materials
than ever before. Developments that might otherwise have been sprea d
over 25 years were compressed into little more than five years . With this
background of wartime experience, industry was ready to undertake, afte r
the war, the manufacture of motor-cars, jet aircraft and television equipment .

